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When I learned about the conference on “Vulnerable Populations and Eco-
nomic Realities,” focused on teaching social justice issues across the curriculum,
my first thought was that a panel on cross-cultural competence would be an
essential part of the program. We cannot effectively integrate social justice is-
sues into a wide range of doctrinal classes without a keen awareness of how to
address issues of race, class, gender, and other differences. Clinical professors
have long tackled issues of cross-cultural competence in their teaching, schol-
arship, and practice, and the experience of those professors could inform the
teaching theories at the conference.
I was fortunate to have a talented group of former and current clinical pro-
fessors participate in the planning and presentation of our panel, Practicing
and Teaching Cross-Cultural Competence: Lessons from the Clinical Trenches.
Many thanks to Shauna Marshall, academic dean and professor of law at Hast-
ings College of the Law; Miye Goishi, clinical professor of law and director of
the Hastings Civil Justice Clinic; Christine Zuni Cruz, professor of law at the
University of NewMexico and co-director of the Southwest Indian Law Clinic
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University; and Margaret Montoya, professor of law at the University of New
Mexico.
Before we undertake teaching our students about cross-cultural compe-
tence, we need to examine carefully our own practices, and those of our col-
leagues and institutions, to ensure that we are not complicit in the very practices
of cross-cultural “incompetence” that we hope to train our students to avoid.
While there is a substantial body of scholarship on teaching this competence
to our students, there is less written about practicing it ourselves as teachers
and members of academic institutions. This essay will examine the latter sub-
ject and will hopefully provide some productive suggestions on ways to ex-
pand cross-cultural competence for our law schools and ourselves.
Examining Our Own Assumptions and
Learning from Our Students
Many professors want to address issues of social justice and privilege but are
reluctant for various reasons: student resistance to taking the time to do so, back-
lash that we are imposing “politically correct” viewpoints, and inability to man-
age the classroom tensions that often arise during these discussions between
students from different backgrounds or between students and faculty.1 Some of
us have found that an effective tool to diffuse the tension, and to present issues
of privilege in a less heavy-handed way, is the use of “modeling” to demonstrate
our critical self-reflection in this area.2 Or, to put the concept of modeling inmore
mundane terms, we come clean about our own gaffes with assumptions and cross-
cultural competence by using concrete examples. Another critical piece of cross-
cultural competence is acknowledging, as I do in the stories below, how we learn
from students who bring to the table experiences different from our own.3
During my 17 years of clinical teaching in a program that represents low
wage and immigrant workers, I have learned that the need for examining priv-
ilege is ever present. We confront language, cultural, and class differences on
a daily basis, and to borrow a phrase used by Professor Jane Aiken, my own“slips
of privilege” have provided many teachable moments.4 I start with my tale of
Chinese soup and move on to other narratives that I share with my students
to explain my own challenges with cross-cultural competence.
A Tale of Chinese Soup
Under California law, wage claims for live-in household domestic workers
are particularly challenging for students—and lawyers—because they are ex-
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tremely fact intensive. The worker’s right to overtime pay depends upon whether
she is deemed a “personal attendant.” To fall outside the personal attendant
classification, the worker must spend 20 percent or more of the workweek on
duties other than feeding, dressing, and supervising the child, disabled, or eld-
erly person under her care.5 This requires a sometimes maddeningly detailed
inquiry into the worker’s weekly tasks to determine when cleaning, cooking,
and other chores relate to the individual being cared for, or whether those tasks
might fall into the 20 percent or more category of general household tasks.
Our clinic student was representing a monolingual Cantonese-speaking
client who worked as a live-in nanny. The client had little time off, so sched-
uling a lengthy interview when she was not working, at a time when we could
find a language interpreter, presented the first challenge to the student’s sense
of how a real lawyer functions. The interview began on a Sunday morning and
lasted many hours. In preparation for the interview, I worked with the stu-
dent on framing appropriate questions to elicit the necessary information, in-
cluding how much time was spent only on meal preparation for the children,
as opposed to meals for the family as a whole. In discussion with the student,
I emphasized the need to work with the client to reconstruct meticulously each
day, hour by hour.
The interview progressed with the well-prepared student doing everything
she was supposed to do, but with the client and the interpreter looking at one
another like we were operating in a “parallel universe,” getting increasingly
frustrated with the approach the student and I had crafted.6 Well into the in-
terview, the exasperated interpreter broke out of her traditional role and told
us, “We can sit here all day with questions about exactly how much time your
client spent cooking, but you will never get the answer you are looking for.” She
explained that our client was cooking Chinese soup and that one does not cook
Chinese soup for a specific amount of time. “You start in the morning, you
have to let the soup simmer for hours, coming in and out to stir it; it’s differ-
ent from the way you cook. No matter how many times you ask her about it,
she will tell you that she was cooking all day.”7 With apologies to the client,
the interpreter, and my student, we moved on to an interview topic other than
cooking, and later reassessed how to approach the fact development in the
case.
I used the experience with this student—and continue to use it with oth-
ers—to highlight the importance of cross-cultural understanding and how all
of us, including the professors, face unexpected challenges. On more than one
occasion, when relating this experience to Chinese American students, they
have simply laughed and said, “Of course it was ridiculous to try and pin down
a specific amount of time—it’s Chinese soup!”8
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Hou Ma But Hek Wui Tao Chou—
The Good Horse Won’t Eat Back Old Grass
A bi-lingual Chinese-American student was representing a monolingual Chi-
nese immigrant worker during a mediation in a pregnancy discrimination case
against a large hotel. The employee had experienced serious pregnancy-related
medical complications, had been denied pregnancy disability accommodation,
and eventually lost her job. She had been a hotel housekeeper working with a
large group of co-workers, almost all of whom were also Chinese.
During the mediation, the employer argued that our client had failed to mit-
igate damages because there had been a change in ownership, and our client
had a clear opportunity to reapply for her job but failed to do so. The employer
also raised the issue of our client returning to work following the mediation.
Observing my student and her client, whose reactions to the reinstatement issue
seemed to be that it was utterly absurd, I became concerned that I had failed to
adequately address the principle of mitigation before the mediation. Shortly
after the employer’s comments about mitigation, we had an opportunity to cau-
cus. Both the student and the client confirmedmy impression that they thought
the employer’s suggestions of reapplying, and the possibility of reinstatement,
were ridiculous. The student quickly said to me, “I don’t think you are aware of
the ancient Chinese proverb, Hou Ma But HekWui Tao Chou. Our client could
never reapply or return to this job.” The student went on to explain the proverb
to me with its English translation, “The Good HorseWon’t Eat Back Old Grass.”
The proverb means that a good employee will never go back to work for her
former employee. Had she done so, our client would have been shamed among
her Chinese co-workers. I learned that I was as culturally incompetent about
“eating back old grass” as I had been about cooking Chinese soup.9
After some discussion, I suggested that the student might want to educate
the employer, opposing counsel, and the mediator about the cultural issues,
as she had done with me. The student asked, “Are you serious?” I offered my
opinion that there was no down side to raising the issue, and it offered the op-
portunity to give the client a sense of empowerment after what had been a hu-
miliating and traumatic work experience. The student presented the issue with
dignity, there was no negative response expressed by the opponents or the me-
diator, and we went on to resolve the claim successfully by the end of the day.
Learning about Respect for Elders and Pagmamano
As part of our clinic’s domestic worker advocacy, we took on a minimum
wage and overtime case for two older Filipina caregivers in a group home, one
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My thought:
This will be a perfect fit for a case
assignment; the student brings to
the case both her language skills
and cultural connection.
My student’s thought:
I wonder if my professor has any
idea at all how difficult it will be
for me, as a 20-something Filipina,
to be in a position of authority as
a student lawyer when dealing
with my elderly Filipina clients.
of whom did not speak English. When doing student team assignments at the
start of the semester, I was thrilled to have a young Filipina student fluent in
Tagalog who could participate in the client representation. This proved to be
another cautionary tale about my own cross-cultural competence.
In sharing this story, I will draw liberally on a teaching tool that Professor
Christine Zuni Cruz discussed at the “Vulnerable Populations”Conference and
the 2010 AALS Conference on Clinic Legal Education—a “thought bubble”
exercise for interviewing and counseling. The purpose of the exercise is to ex-
plore the hidden and internalized dialogue around issues of difference in lawyer-
client interviewing and counseling. The exercise involves students role-playing
two scripted interviews between an attorney and client, and the rest of the class
then commenting on the two versions of the same interview. The first discus-
sion is of the actual interview; the second interview reveals the thoughts of
both the lawyer and the client.10 I found that a variation on the thought bub-
ble exercise was particularly apt to show the limitations of my thinking in this
case assignment.
The following “thought” dialogue took place about the team assignment:
My student was right to wonder about this.
As with the domestic worker case described in the Chinese soup narrative,
above, this case involved lengthy interviews with workers not accustomed to
detailed record keeping—or any record keeping for that matter—to recon-
struct their day-to-day activities. It required interviews where the students had
to press the clients to give us clear and consistent accounts of their workdays
that did not change from one meeting to the next. The students needed to
urge, cajole, and eventually instruct the clients to maintain daily records of
their work duties and hours. This required that the students exhibit self-con-
fidence, persistence, and also, that they assume the role of student-lawyer with
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some “authority.” Though generally aware of the deep respect for elders in
many cultures, it was not as front and center in my mind during the team as-
signments as it should have been. Through my student being forthcoming in
case rounds and during individual supervision meetings, I learned about the
strong Filipino culture of respect for elders and eventually about “Pagmamano.”
In Filipino culture, respect for and obedience of elders is a fundamental cul-
tural value, manifested, among other ways, by the Pagmamano gesture often
done by young people. The younger person gently brings the elder’s right hand
to the youth’s forehead and kisses the hand. Despite efforts of the younger gen-
eration to greet elders with “Beso Beso” or kisses on the cheek, many elders
prefer the longstanding custom.11 In the three-student team on this case, only
the Filipina student had difficulty with her “lawyer” role. The other two stu-
dents, who were students of color but not Filipina, did not share this cultural
challenge.
Here and in many other clinic cases, the students and I had the benefit of
partnering with community-based organizations. With the guidance of the
Filipino Community Center, we learned that our clients would be most com-
fortable if addressed as “Tita” or “Auntie.”With guidance frommy Filipina stu-
dent, I was able to work with her to increase her comfort level with her role as
the student attorney. But lest I forget the depth of these cultural traditions, I
was reminded about them when our “Tita” sent a Hallmark thank you card to
the students at the end of the semester. Although our client never asked for
Pagmamano, her handwritten greeting to the students read, “My Dearest
Beloved Babies.”
What a Difference a Word Makes—Electing Chinese
Worker Leaders
When representing several hundred Chinese immigrant garment workers
on unpaid wage claims, we agreed with our partner community-based organ-
ization, the Chinese Progressive Association (CPA), that we needed two or
three workers to take on a leadership role for group decision-making and com-
munication with counsel. At one point, when I was speaking to the group, we
talked about the need for “worker leaders.”Unbeknownst to me, the CPA board
member serving as the interpreter did not use the term “worker leader,” but
instead used “employee representative.” He later took me aside to explain that
no workers would come forward to take on the role if they were called lead-
ers. There was too much risk associated with that term from experiences in
China, and by calling the position employee representative rather than worker
leader, we would have several workers ready and willing to take on the task.
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A recent article on worker collective action in China discusses the impor-
tance of this terminology, noting that “worker leader” is a term in western dis-
course about worker movements, compared with the expression “employee
representative” used in Chinese discourse. The term “worker leader” refers
more to a “spirit of militancy and resistance.”12 To put the workers’ concerns
in the proper cultural context, at the time we were representing these workers,
a prominent Chinese worker leader was arrested and imprisoned on charges of
subversion of state power and then served a seven-year sentence for his labor
activism.13
Although we eventually had the benefit of working with a Chinese Ameri-
can graduate law fellow and former student, who spoke both Cantonese and
Toisanese and could communicate with almost all of our monolingual clients,
she did not have sufficient knowledge of the political context to inform her
terminology. Thus, she, too, needed the guidance of the Chinese Progressive
Association to understand the nuances of language when communicating with
the workers in their native languages.
Questioning Assumptions—A St. Louis Story
Before leaving the narratives, I will include one that Hastings College of
Law Academic Dean Shauna Marshall generously shared at the “Vulnerable
Populations” panel. She recounted an experience while working as a legal as-
sistant in the 1970s at the St. Louis Legal Aid Society, doing welfare hearings
and working on a mobilizing drive to increase job-training opportunities for
welfare mothers. Most of the women were Black. As a 20-something Black
woman, Shauna felt there would be an automatic bond with the welfare moth-
ers. Her boss, Paulette, was a SouthernWhite woman and Shauna felt sorry for
her, assuming the clients would not relate well to her. Shauna was wrong; they
clearly preferred the White woman. Although Shauna then did not have ter-
minology to understand what was going on, there was a cultural divide. The
women from St. Louis were not only older, but Missouri was a slave state. They
understood many of Paulette’s mannerisms and sayings. Shauna, on the other
hand, was from New York, with four West Indian grandparents. Her cultural
understanding of “Black” was a personal one, growing up in New York, living
in a middle classWest Indian family. There were no slaves in her immediate fam-
ily background and although she experienced de facto segregation, she had not
experienced de jure segregation. She and her parents were educated, and she
was on her way soon to law school. She was only passing through while this
was a permanent home and job for Paulette. Like the clients, Paulette was older
and a single mom, slowly working toward her Bachelor’s degree at night. While
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Paulette did not suffer skin color discrimination, she did not have the many priv-
ileges that Shauna took for granted. Shauna reflected that she needed cultural
competence and had to learn it on the job. She did so by finding humility, and
by listening, observing, and reading.
Reflections on the Narratives
Each of these narratives provides a lesson about ways that my own cultural
boundaries limit my understanding of situations, as Shauna’s experience pro-
vided a similar lesson for her. In the Chinese soup story, neither my student
nor I shared either language or culture with the client, a situation most likely
to present cross-cultural barriers. In the Good Horse and Pagmamano stories,
I had the benefit of students who shared both language and culture with the
client and who could give me insight into how I teach. In the former, because
of my lack of cross-cultural understanding, I missed an issue that would pres-
ent difficulty for the client. In the latter, I missed an issue that would present
difficulty for the student. In both, I learned from the cross-cultural compe-
tence of my students. In our garment worker case, I lacked shared language,
culture, and political context on the worker leader issue, and my student,
though she shared language and culture, lacked political context. Like Shauna,
I try to learn from each experience, and to listen, observe, and read about the
cultural context. I work to value the learner’s perspective and the client’s per-
spective, and I share these experiences with my students, so that issues of dif-
ference and privilege are an essential part of the conversation in our classroom.14
Ensuring That Our Own Houses Are in Order
I titled this essay “practice before we preach” to emphasize the need for fac-
ulty to engage in the practice of self-reflection about cross-cultural issues that,
as clinicians, we ask our students to do. Reflecting on the ways in which cross-
cultural competence is a continuing challenge for me informs my thinking
about how to discuss these issues not only with students, but also with faculty
colleagues and administration. As may be obvious by now, I share Shauna’s
view, described in her St. Louis Legal Aid story, that a good dose of humility
is needed when tackling issues of privilege. I am as hesitant to say that I have
achieved cross-cultural competence as I am to say that I have become fluent in
a foreign language; it is far easier to get to a level where you manage to get by
than it is to be proficient. We should acknowledge that achieving this compe-
tence will always be a work in progress. Cross-cultural issues are not static,
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and we have much to learn from colleagues, students, and clients who bring
to the table different cultural experiences.
As I noted above, we must ensure our own houses are in order—namely,
our own institutions—before we are in a position to “preach” cross-cultural
competence to our students. What, then, are some of the lessons for putting
our house in order?
Avoid Being Complicit by Silence
With our colleagues, it is incumbent on each of us not to be complicit by
silence when we observe troubling assumptions or stereotyping. Experiences
that I have had or faculty at other institutions have shared include Asian Amer-
ican women on the faculty and staff being treated as fungible—names and faces
often confused regardless of job, areas of expertise, and whether they are of
Chinese, Korean, or Filipina background. I recall an Asian American col-
league, born and raised on the East Coast, relating a story about a high level
university official asking her “Where are you from?” When she responded
“New York,” he persisted by saying, “No, I mean where are you really from?”
While attending a faculty program on teaching students with learning dis-
abilities—an area that many of us are only beginning to understand—a par-
ticipant (happily not a regular faculty member) posed a question that drew a
contrast between the learning disabled students and “normal” students. Dur-
ing faculty hiring, so many of us have experienced colleagues speaking about
women applicants or applicants of color with comments like, “She is per-
sonable, with interesting ideas, but I am not sure she has scholarly poten-
tial.”15 Similarly, many of us have heard concerns expressed by students of
color who feel singled out by professors when issues of race or ethnicity arise
in class.
Professor StephanieWildman, who has written extensively about privilege,
uses her own experience while on jury duty as an example of being complicit
by silence:
[P]rivilege may be exercised by silence. At the same time that I was
the outsider in jury service, I was also a privileged insider. During
voir dire, each prospective juror was asked to introduce herself or
himself. The plaintiff ’s and defendant’s attorneys then asked supple-
mentary questions. I watched the defense attorney, during voir dire,
ask each Asian-looking male prospective juror if he spoke English. No
one else was asked. The judge did nothing. The Asian-American man
sitting next to me smiled and flinched as he was asked the question.
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I wondered how many times in his life he had been made to answer
questions such as that one.
I considered beginning my own questioning by saying, “I’m Stephanie
Wildman, I’m a professor of law, and yes, I speak English.” I wanted
to focus attention on the subordinating conduct of the attorney, but
I did not. I exercised my white privilege by my silence. I exercised my
privilege to opt out of engagement, even though this choice may not
always be consciously made by someone with privilege.16
We cannot opt out of engagement with our faculty colleagues because we risk
alienating them if we do engage. We all need to take an active role in chal-
lenging issues of privilege within our law schools, and we need to be particu-
larly mindful about not leaving this task to the faculty of color, the women,
and those not yet tenured.17
Promote Frank and Ongoing Dialogue about Issues of
Race, Class, and Other Differences
At our “Vulnerable Populations” panel, Shauna Marshall discussed two re-
cent panels held at Hastings College of the Law, dealing with how to address
race and ethnicity in the classroom. Students provided the impetus for the dis-
cussions, and Shauna’s Academic Dean’s office co-sponsored the programs
with faculty leading the discussion.
Are these challenging conversations? Certainly. This was evident from the
varied reactions of the Hastings audience. White faculty were worried about
being fair to all points of view, not coming across as genuine, handling com-
ments from students who were hostile. Faculty of color showed concern about
being fair to all viewpoints; being criticized for wearing race on their sleeve; or
affecting their reputations with white students and faculty. Students of color
expressed anger about the fact that faculty dance around the topic of race and
felt the climate in the classroom puts them on the spot and makes them re-
sponsible for carrying the ball on cross-cultural issues. They also felt unsup-
ported and frustrated by the lack of knowledge and understanding of cultural
issues by many in the law school community. White students at times felt in-
timidated, did not want to say the wrong things, felt silenced, and thought
students of color were sometimes oversensitive.
Given how these conversations are fraught with difficulty, why go there?
Because we must. Shauna expressed her view, from the perspective of Aca-
demic Dean, that the law school has an obligation to teach cross-cultural les-
sons, not only in the context of the vulnerable populations highlighted at our
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March 2010 poverty law conference, but for all students in our increasingly
global world of legal practice: a lack of understanding of cross-cultural com-
petence will affect a lawyer representing a Vietnamese business client in a con-
tract case, as it will the lawyer representing a Latino immigrant factory worker.
Moreover, we have an obligation to teach the law from a perspective that does
not degrade some of our students’ cultural norms while elevating others. Fac-
ulties need to strive to develop cross-cultural competency and to integrate into
the mainstream curriculum issues of race, class, and privilege. We cannot mar-
ginalize these issues: the message from the start of law school must be that
privilege and difference are important to address. Shauna concluded by not-
ing that, as the numbers of faculty of color serving as Deans and Academic
Deans grow, more people in these leadership positions will be in positions to
pave the way for these discussions as she did at Hastings.
“When in Rome . . .”—Drawing Our Scholarly Colleagues
into the Conversation by Looking to Scholarship
When addressing cross-cultural competence, we encounter a range of views
among our colleagues. Some work tirelessly to address issues of privilege and
difference and to find ways to integrate these issues into their doctrinal classes.
Others want to address these issues or at least are open to it, but cannot iden-
tify the logical connection to the course materials or are concerned about the
challenges that arose in the Hastings panel discussions. Still others think it is
irrelevant to the subject matter they teach and to their role as educators.
Fortunately, there is a rich body of scholarship that we can draw upon to
help “legitimize”discussion of cross-cultural competence, not that it should need
legitimizing. These include the growing legal and scientific scholarship on im-
plicit bias18 and “stereotype threat,”19 and the extensive writings on teaching
cross-cultural competence.20
During the past decade, cognitive psychologists have developed method-
ologies to demonstrate that we are influenced by racial bias and are often un-
aware of it. Legal scholars in turn have relied upon that cognitive work to
develop legal theories of implicit or unconscious bias that, albeit slowly, are gain-
ing acceptance by some courts.21 The 2010 Eighth Circuit Judicial Conference
recognized the importance of this growing field of scholarship by including a
panel discussion on Implicit Bias: What We Can Learn From The Latest Re-
search, to address the following:
Implicit biases are the plethora of fears, feelings, perceptions, and
stereotypes that lie deep within our subconscious. We unconsciously
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act on such biases even though we may consciously abhor them. Court-
rooms, law offices and government agencies are not immune from
implicit bias. Judges, lawyers, witnesses and jurors bring implicit bi-
ases with them when they walk through the courthouse doors. . . .
United States District Judges Mark Bennett and Bernice Donald will
address things all of us should know, but are seldom discussed.22
If the federal judiciary is willing to tackle these things that “all of us should
know but are seldom discussed,” then certainly our colleagues might be con-
vinced to do so.
At a 2008 University of Connecticut Symposium, Unconscious Discrimina-
tion Twenty Years Later: Application And Evolution, Professor Charles Lawrence
discussed (and critiqued)23 the developing legal research and scholarship on
implicit bias that has evolved since his 1987 article on unconscious racism.24
He offered a concise explanation of the recent work:
Legal scholars . . . have explored the implications of this new science
for the adjudication of allegations of discrimination, for shaping pub-
lic policy and for understanding broader patterns of disadvantage in
our society. Linda Hamilton Krieger’s groundbreaking article, The
Content of Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias Approach to Discrimination
and Equal Employment, introduced the science of cognitive bias to
employment discrimination lawyers, demonstrating that a large num-
ber of biased employment decisions result not from discriminatory
motivation (either conscious or unconscious) but from unintentional
categorization-related judgment errors. This scholarly work has in
turn been employed by lawyers who have educated judges about un-
conscious bias even as they have argued anti-discrimination cases
within the limited doctrinal regimes that focus on motive rather than
impact, and by advocates who have sought directly to educate em-
ployers, educators, health care workers, and political constituencies about
the importance of recognizing unconscious racism in the fight for
equal justice.25
The cognitive work on implicit bias is being used in litigation and addressed
in scholarship in areas ranging from employment discrimination26 and fam-
ily responsibilities discrimination27 to habeas corpus petitions28 and jury selection.29
A tool often used in connection with unconscious bias is the Implicit As-
sumption Test or IAT, originally developed by researchers at Yale University
and the University of Washington.30 This test, and others like it, are a humbling
experience for any test-taker. As described by Professor Lawrence:
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The Implicit Association Test measures unconscious racial bias by link-
ing together words and images to reveal what associations come most
easily to mind. When you visit the IAT web site, you are asked to clas-
sify a series of faces into two categories, African American and Euro-
pean American. You must then mentally associate the white and black
faces with words such as “joy” and “failure” . . . These tests have been
taken by more than two million people. An analysis of tens of thou-
sands of these tests taken anonymously on the Harvard web site found
that eighty-eight percent of white people had a pro-white or anti-black
implicit bias; nearly eighty-three percent of heterosexuals showed im-
plicit bias for straight people over gays and lesbians; and more than
two-thirds of non-Arab, non-Muslim testers displayed implicit biases
against Arab Muslims.31
A faculty discussion of implicit bias, with participants taking the IAT in advance,
would be an excellent starting point for discussion of cross-cultural compe-
tence.
A second and related area, in which existing scholarship can inform think-
ing about cross-cultural competence, and specifically the interactions in the
classroom among students and between faculty and students, is “stereotype
threat.”32 In initial work in this field, psychologist Claude Steele identified
stereotype threat as a fear that by performing poorly on exams minority stu-
dents risk reinforcing negative racial stereotypes associated with race and in-
telligence. These racial stereotypes create self-doubt and result in lower test
scores, and the stereotypes become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Implicit bias and
stereotype research support the proposition that subjugated groups internal-
ize the bias directed against them.33
Some professors are quick to dismiss an assertion that the performance of
students of color might be affected by their “difference.” Particularly at schools
that are not top tier, it is easy for faculty to assume that academic shortcom-
ings alone provide the explanation. While some might find it easy to disregard
the concept of internalized bias, an honest conversation with many students and
faculty of “difference”will quickly provide anecdotal evidence of these experi-
ences.34
Betty Hung, a colleague in California low-wage worker advocacy and the
daughter of immigrant parents, wrote about her experience as a Yale Law School
student:
When I first entered the doors of “the Yale Law School” in 1994, how-
ever, I left my smarts outside. Or at least that is how I felt. It did not
matter that I had graduated magna cum laude from Harvard. Sud-
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denly in the midst of a small law school class where every other per-
son seemed to be a Rhodes scholar, related to a federal circuit court
judge, or an aspiring politician, I felt tongue-tied, overwhelmed, and
lost. I was the first person in my family to go to law school, and grow-
ing up, I did not know any lawyers. The language, theory, and prac-
tice of the law seemed utterly foreign to me. During classes, I was
intimidated by the Socratic method and even more intimidated by
how other students, especially male students, seemed unfazed and
confident. My progressive politics seemed out of place. I felt like
overnight I had become a person who was not intelligent enough and
not suited to practicing law because I did not fit the traditional mold
of an aggressive, commanding, and savvy lawyer.
During much of law school, I felt voiceless and marginalized. Much
literature has been written about how women and people of color ex-
perience alienation during law school. It was this literature and the
discovery of critical race theory that helped me not just to survive law
school, but also to draw upon the dissonances of my experience as a
strength that over the years has, I believe, helped me to become a bet-
ter public interest lawyer. . . . Critical race theory gave me the language
and concepts to understand and articulate the truth of what I had ex-
perienced since childhood—that sociopolitical and legal institutions,
structures, and norms reinforce a status quo where select groups wield
power and wealth while many others are disenfranchised.35
While there will always be naysayers about the studies on implicit bias and
stereotype threat,36 these concepts are of great value for a faculty willing to
look candidly at the dynamics that arise in the classroom among students and
between students and faculty.
Using the Carnegie Report’s Imperative to
Teach “Moral Discernment”
Finally, we should look to the 2007 Carnegie Foundation Report “Educat-
ing Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession of Law”37 to bolster our efforts to
make cross-cultural competence an integral part of our law schools’ culture
and pedagogy. The Report has the attention of both doctrinal and clinical fac-
ulty, and in addition to motivating curricular reform, the Report’s imperative
to teach “moral discernment” can be an avenue for addressing cross-cultural
competence.38 Part of that moral discernment is “a grasp of the social context
and cultural expectations that shape practice.”39 While some scholars have cri-
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tiqued the Carnegie Foundation for not sufficiently addressing pedagogy deal-
ing with difference-based identity,40 the Report’s focus on teaching moral dis-
cernment, in conjunction with the scholarship discussed above, provides a
springboard for discussion of practicing and teaching cross-cultural compe-
tence.
Conclusion
We can learn to practice what we hope to preach by building on the model
Shauna Marshall described at Hastings College of the Law. We should look to
our deans to convene faculty discussions to address issues of privilege and dif-
ference at our institutions, incorporating developing theories of implicit bias
and stereotype threat, as well as the literature on teaching cross-cultural com-
petence. Where the faculty would benefit from the guidance of an outside fa-
cilitator, it should use one. Institutions should consider whether they want
initial discussions to be for faculty alone, or whether, as at Hastings, the dis-
cussions would be open to students and staff. With the Carnegie Report’s em-
phasis on teaching moral discernment, we have the opportunity to make
cross-cultural competence an integral part of what we teach.
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has commented that: “A system of justice is
the richer for the diversity of background and experience of its participants. It
is the poorer, in terms of evaluating what is at stake and the impact of its judg-
ments, if its members—its lawyers, jurors, and judges—are all cast from the
same mold.”41 Legal education is similarly the richer for the diversity and ex-
perience of all its participants, the ability of its faculty to recognize the im-
portance of cross-cultural competence, and the willingness to work toward it.
We have much work to do.
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